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ABSTRACT

We report on new specification standards for represent-
ing human analyses of musical form which enable musi-
cians to represent their analytical view of a piece either
on the score (where an encoded version is available) or
on a spreadsheet. Both of these representations are sim-
ple, intuitive, and highly human-readable. Further, we pro-
vide code for converting between these formats, as well
as a nested bracket representation adopted from computa-
tional linguistics which, in turn, can be visualised in fa-
miliar tree diagrams to provide ‘at a glance’ introductions
to works. Finally, we provide an initial corpus of analy-
ses/annotations in these formats, report on the practicali-
ties of amassing them, and offer tools for automatic com-
parison of the works in the corpus based on the content
and structure of the annotations. We intend for this re-
source to be useful to computational musicologists, en-
abling study of form at scale, and also useful pedagogi-
cally to all teachers, students, and appreciators of music
from whom projects of this kind can be rather discon-
nected. The code and corpus can be found at https:
//github.com/MarkGotham/Taking-Form

1. INTRODUCTION

Marking up scores is a fundamental part of life for any
musician working in a score-based medium including –
but not entirely limited to – Western classical music. The
specifics vary widely from analytical observations to in-
strument fingerings, but the wider goals can be understood
in the same terms: commenting on the music to clarify,
visualise, remind, and reinforce a particular understanding
of the music in question or plan for its execution.

Regrettably, these annotations are rarely stored, kept,
and shared effectively. For instance, an ensemble may as-
siduously mark up a set of parts, but at the end of the hire
period, publishers require them to erase those annotations.
(Admittedly this is routinely flouted.) Some conductors
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travel with their own sets of parts for this reason; others
waste rehearsal time conveying markings that could well
have been in the score in the first place.

Those score markings represent one of many forms of
siloed knowledge that we cannot easily share and repur-
pose. The same is true of most musical analysis which is
published in articles and monographs which time-pressed
musicians for the most part simply do not read, and from
which the information is hard to extract automatically.

The digital age presents potential solutions to many of
these problems, and computational musicology is begin-
ning to answer the call with solutions that centre on repre-
senting musico-analytical information in a structured fash-
ion. For instance, formats designed to enable the represen-
tation, study, and re-purposing of Roman-numeral analyses
include the ‘TAVERN’, ‘ABC’, and ‘RomanText’ projects
among others [5, 13, 19]; Automated extraction of perfor-
mance data include [6, 7], and ‘Tuttitempi’; 1 and even
pencil-on-paper performers’ markings have become an ex-
tricable dataset [1].

A key part of the equation here is the opportunity for
musical visualization; prior work in this area sees a close
relationship between efforts to create format standards for
representing musical structure on the one hand, and visual-
ising those structures on the other. This has included han-
dling note-by-note annotations ab initio (such as Dezrann
[8] and Verovio [14]) as well as a range of ad hoc visualiza-
tions for other research projects like the ‘Ribbon’ formal
analysis of the Josquin Research Project [16]. 2

This expands the more established practice of visual-
izing audio analysis in which Fourier or wavelet trans-
forms visualise spectral content (routine in commercial
softwares); beat trackers visualise the micro-timing of per-
formed tempo; 3 and even the recorded waveform itself vi-
sualises the dynamic profile (an easily forgotten, but emi-
nently useful resource). 4

2. FORM

Form is a particularly pertinent candidate for stronger rep-
resentation. The range of use cases includes computational
study and visualizations for education in the widest sense:

1 https://tuttitempi.com/
2 http://josquin.stanford.edu/
3 For instance, see Sonic Visualiser [2]
4 See [4] for a summary of other relatively recent audio visualizations.
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not only of those formally involved in traditional modes
of teaching and learning, but anyone seeking to attain or
maintain a stronger grasp of the work in question.

Discussion of form necessarily involves comparisons
across the full range of the work in question. Keeping all
of this information in mind is a challenge and thus form is
a parameter particularly in need of schematic representa-
tions: while a harmonic or melodic device can often be re-
produced exactly, that is almost never possible with form.
This has led to a range of creative representations of large-
scale structures with clear, at-a-glance summaries.

This paper reports on an attempt to represent formal
analyses such that they can be stored, visualised, and stud-
ied effectively. We accommodate any number of internal
divisions, and envisage this being used to mark up analyt-
ical views of everything not specified in the score: that is
divisions right down to the level of hypermetrical / phrase
groupings. In principle, this could be continued further, to
represent the structure of the measure level and beat group-
ings. 5 That may well be useful for metrically complex
works; we include one example in the ‘Miscellany’ corpus
(see Section 3) but do not explore it further here as those
details are usually clear from the notation in the common
practice repertoire we are primarily targetting. Instead we
focus on representing analytical views of those un-notated,
hypermetrical and formal levels above the single measure.

We propose three similarly expressive standards for rep-
resenting analyses, and we provide code for converting be-
tween those representations. On-score mark-up (Section
2.2) forms the most natural user interface for musicians
accustomed to making such annotations; Abstract syntax
trees (Section 2.1) present a final visualization format; and
the tabular standard (Section 2.3) is a flexible intermedi-
ary encoding useful for overcoming some of the complex-
ities inherent in annotating a score with labels that denote
position in a hierarchical structure. We now begin at the
‘extremes’, as it were, with the (final) visualization format
and (initial) on-score mark-up, before proceeding to ‘join
the dots’, discussing the intermediary standard.

2.1 Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)

In dealing with form, we face the specific problem of rep-
resenting hierarchical information, and thus we respond to
an explicit call from [15] for a ‘Standard Format’ for ‘Hi-
erarchical Analyses and Representations’, including form.
Previous work includes Craig Sapp’s automation and vi-
sualization of ‘Hierarchical Key Analysis’ [18], and the
‘Variations Audio Timeliner’ 6 approaches form specifi-
cally (though it not open source). There is also a well es-
tablished precedent for using ‘tree’ structures (borrowed
from computational linguistics) to represent this hierarchi-
cal information in music.

Perhaps the most famous linguistics-music cross-over,
‘A Generative Theory of Tonal Music’ [11], applied a

5 Our computational framework could be extended to calculate and
visualise any arbitrary summary statistic, measuring any lowest level di-
visions.

6 variations.sourceforge.net/vat/

Figure 1. Example tree visualisation: the exposition from
the first movement of Schubert’s Symphony No.8. The ab-
breviations are ‘Subject’ for ‘Subject Group’, and ‘Th.’ for
‘Theme’.

version of ASTs to discuss metrical and grouping well-
formedness and preference at the note level in Schenkerian
terms. [17] has applied the same logic to the different ‘lev-
els’ of harmonic identity, from the chord symbol (such as
‘C’) through Roman-numerals (‘I’) to Riemannian func-
tions (‘T’). 7

Figure 1 provides an example of such an AST represen-
tation of a passage of musical form: the exposition from
the first movement of Schubert’s Symphony No.8. The
figure includes structural groupings from the highest level
down to the level of measure grouping: the numbers of the
lowest level refer to the number of measures in each suc-
cessive phrase grouping.

This paper provides a specification format for produc-
ing such visualisation on the basis of well-structured rep-
resentations of form and phrase in music, as well as code
for converting between this representation format, various
kind of tree visualizations, and, crucially, encoded scores.
With these tools, we can mark observations directly onto
scores (which is pedagogically invaluable) and keep them
in a structured format for representations and analysis.

In the specification format proposed, each mark-up an-
notation (labelled on a score) maps directly to a node in
the AST. The level (distance from the root node) in the
AST must be explicitly encoded within the annotation.

2.2 On-score mark-up

There are many ways to encode this information. This
paper reports on a single standard for doing so which is
highly flexible both in terms of the types and terms of di-
visions used, and also the input method. We begin with
perhaps the most user-friendly method: marking formal di-
visions directly onto encoded scores. All that is required
is a music notation software which will export to the inter-
operable standard musicXML. Most notation software sup-
port this, including both commercial and free/open-source
options like MuseScore.

To enter a marking, simply create a ‘stave text’ as de-
scribed in the following instructions which combine the

7 For more on datasets for and visualisations of GTTM and Schenke-
rian reductions see [10, 12] and the work of Masatoshi Hamanaka, Keiji
Hirata, and Satoshi Tojo, including [9] and Masatoshi Hamanaka’s XML
markups of musical examples from (and using the tree structure represen-
tation of) GTTM [11] http://gttm.jp/gttm/
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Figure 2. Example file markup in the first movement of
Beethoven’s Piano Sonata op.2 no.1.

definition of the minimal well-formedness constraints with
‘how to’ style instructions. Figure 2 illustrates what this
looks like on a score.

• First, click on any note at the right measure and beat
position for the marking you want to enter.

• Enter a new textual marking at that position (most
software provide CMD+T (Mac) / CNTRL+T (Win-
dows) as a shortcut for this).

• Begin each on-score mark-up with an initial char-
acter to specify a ‘level number’ for the marking in
question, followed by a colon. For instance, ‘Expo-
sition’, ‘Development’ and ‘Recapitulation‘ will all
be on the top level of division (number 1) in sonata
form movements, so ‘1: Exposition’. All other lev-
els continue the divisions from here, (e.g. ‘2: First
Subject Group’).

• Where you wish to indicate a division, but have no
name for the span in question, use the correct level
number and a placeholder text like ‘4: X’.

• In practice, many entries like ‘1: Exposition’ and ‘2:
First Subject Group’ will begin at the same time. To
indicate these multiple, simultaneous level entries,
insert one text entry with all the component parts di-
vided by a comma (‘,’). For instance, many sonatas
will begin with the long string: ‘1: Exposition, 2:
First Subject Group, 3: Theme a, 4: Sentence, 5:
Presentation, 6: Basic Idea’.

All entries are relative to each other, so level numbers
are given by finding the directly relevant parallel. These
will fall into a few basic types of comparison:

• A span and its first phrase-division will generally be
used together, with the division at +1 level. For a
phrase, we might have ‘4: Period, 5: Antecedent’.

• The next division of that phrase (‘Consequent’) is
at the same level of the first division (‘Antecedent’),
thus ‘5: Consequent’.

• The next phrase outside of this span returns to the
initial level, so ‘4: Period’.

• When we eventually get to larger structural bound-
ary then we have to find an entry at a comparable

level, which will involve proportionately wider view.
For the ‘Recapitulation’ we’re starting again from
the top level (so ‘1: Recapitulation’), while for the
second subject group it’s level 2 (‘2: Second Subject
Group’).

Note that while the numbers assigned to the top lev-
els will be consistent within and even across pieces (‘Ex-
position’, ‘Development’ and ‘Recapitulation’ will almost
always appear as a set at level 1), those at lower levels
will vary depending on the number of level divisions above
them. For instance, the same phrase grouping structure
may appear at multiple levels across a piece: at lower lev-
els in a long and richly-structured exposition, but at nom-
inally ‘higher’ levels in a short Coda with fewer divisions
(see Figure 1).

This system has been designed to minimise the potential
for confusion. Among the alternatives we considered and
rejected was a system of multiple comparative marks with
‘+’ for breaking up the existing span, ‘-’ backing up one
level, ‘=’ for the same level and ‘*’ for reverting to the
highest level. This may appear to be an improvement until
you try to indicate the start of a development, for instance,
and have to work out the number of successive ‘-’s needed
to reach the right level.

Further work could explore the possibility of encoding
similar annotations within a formal context-free grammar.
In that case, the user would specify the start of the scope
of each annotation, allowing a top-down parser to infer the
AST structure without the user having to explicitly specify
the depth of each annotation. Informal user trials suggested
this recursive mark-up format to be less intuitive and less
flexible than the format proposed above, and so we have
not explored it further in this initial work.

In any case, the process is necessarily somewhat com-
plicated. To keep everything in order, some users may pre-
fer to work directly on spreadsheets (for which instructions
follow in the next section) or at least to keep an informal
spreadsheet on the go at the same time.

2.3 Tabular standard

See https://www.github.com/MarkGotham/
Taking-Form for code to extract these score markings
and set them out in a tabular format that is also (perhaps
even more) human-readable. Equally, some users will
prefer to work directly on spreadsheets. In our experience,
the tabular format provides a faster and more flexible
user interface for adding, deleting, and especially for
modifying annotations.

In the tabular standard:

• Generally, there is one row per measure. Exceptions
include the relatively common case of 1st / 2nd time
bars (for which use measure ‘numbers’ 112a / 112b
etc.) and the extremely rare case where two struc-
tural boundaries fall within the same measure (use
multiple rows).

• Each text entry indicates the start of a span. Again,
we suggest using text like ‘Exposition’ where a
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Sentence Presentation Basic Idea
Basic Idea

Continuation Fragmentation
Cadence

Figure 3. An example of the tabular representation format,
setting out a generic division of a sentence (level N) into
presentation and continuation phases (level N+1) which,
in turn, divide into two ‘Basic Idea’s in the first case, and
‘Fragmentation’ and ‘Cadence’ in the latter (all at level
N+2).

name is appropriate, and ‘X’ for any moment that
begins a new span, but is not so easily labelled.

• That marking entry remains in effect until a change
in the same column (e.g. replacing ‘Exposition’ with
‘Development’ or one ‘Period’ with another ‘Pe-
riod’, for instance).

• The columns go from larger to smaller units and
users may employ as many columns as needed to get
from the large formal architecture (e.g. expositions
of c.50 bars) down to few-bar groupings. We make
no assumptions here. While a ‘4’ grouping will of-
ten divide into 2+2, it might be better expressed as
an undivided 4 (and occasionally as an asymmetric
3+1). Assuming that ‘4’ indicates 2+2 would leave
us without a description for the undivided 4.

• Again, the final levels of grouping will appear in dif-
ferent columns of the document, depending on the
number of intervening levels.

• The ‘beat’ column is available for registering exactly
where a new theme starts, accommodating anacruses
for instance. When inputting directly to tabular, the
user may wish to indicate beats with negative num-
bers to indicate both the basic measure range and
the exact beat position at a glance. If in doubt, we
advise using the downbeat (‘beat 1’), especially if
the accompaniment part begins there (the accompa-
niment is a part of the span too, after all). The code
for converting to bracket representation involves a
simplification that eliminates beat information.

The representation standard (in both the on-score and
tabular entry systems) also accepts ‘equal division’, which
may be useful for sections which need two labels for ex-
actly the same span. For instance, a section might be
listed as ‘A’ but also consist entirely of a ‘Compound Pe-
riod’. Similarly, the ‘First theme’ may very well be a ‘Sen-
tence’. Assign these designations consecutive level num-
bers (columns) even though they represent the same span.

Finally, while the standard accommodates any naming
system, we recommend naming themes successively, and
not restarting the count for the second subject group (con-
tinuing instead with ‘Theme C’, for instance) in order to
enable succinct and unambiguous reference back to these
themes later on.

[Exposition
[Subject~I

[Th.i 4 4]
[Th.ii 4 4 5 4 5 5 2]

]
[Transition 4]
[Subject~II

[Th.iii 2 4 5 4 6]
[Th.iv 4 4 2]
[Th.v 4 4 4 4 4]
[Th.vi 1 5 5]

]
[Codetta 2 4]

]

Figure 4. An example of the tabular representation for-
mat, setting out form, theme, and phrase groupings in the
exposition of Schubert 8/i (corresponding to Figure 1).

2.4 Nested Bracket Notation

The linguistics standard for representing syntax trees is a
system of nested brackets. Figure 4 sets out an example
of this applied to musical form. In this format, the first
entry in a bracket is the parent node, labelling the overall
span, and each subsequent entry is a child node (an inter-
nal division). These child nodes may divide further with
additional brackets recursively.

Our specification requires only:

• Matched brackets: each open ‘[’ must be paired with
a closing ‘]’.

There are no further, formal constraints.
Our converter outputs this as a simple string, which is

all that’s required to meet the syntax criteria for the var-
ious existing code libraries for visualising nested bracket
notation with trees. However, once again, some users may
wish to begin directly at this level, in which case we would
advise one additional constraint for readability:

• Add a new level of indentation to the bracket file to
indicate the structural level in question.

Figure 4 reflects this more visually graspable version.

3. CORPUS

We complement this new standard and code base with a
corpus of examples. The preparation of that corpus war-
rants comment as a potential model for other projects of
this kind.

The analyses began in the classroom, with students each
assigned their own movement(s) to work on. The instruc-
tors then marked those student analyses, providing a ‘cor-
rected’ version based on the student work as well as written
feedback, drawing their attention to important moments
and considerations. This process thus created a corpus of
student-initiated, instructor-corrected analyses which went
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through a final round of finessing and proof-reading to en-
sure grammatical accuracy and also consistency before re-
lease.

Future projects could extend this to a final round ex-
plicitly consolidating one scholar’s analyses for additional
internal consistency and quality control. In any case, the
process benefits from involving a large number of peo-
ple in suitable capacities and in a time-effective manner.
Students get high-quality feedback from highly invested
researcher-teachers, as well as direct integration into re-
search projects. Researcher-teachers, in turn, benefit from
knowing that their marking time is more than doubly valu-
able: they are providing great feedback and building a cor-
pus at the same time.

The corpus combines tabular and nested-bracket repre-
sentations to illustrate the range outlined above. The tabu-
lar representations consist of:

• Beethoven’s ‘first period’ piano sonatas (nos1–15):
15 sonatas, 54 movements. 8

• The first movements of all the Mozart piano sonatas
(15 sonata movements).

The nested-bracket format demonstrates that format alter-
native, as well as other formal representations of the mu-
sic. Specifically, while the tabular representations repre-
sent measures by number, these bracket representations
register the number of measures within the spans in ques-
tion directly (the conversion code accommodates both).

We are keen to stress that the standard supports any
analyses and terminologies consistent with the minimal
formal constraints itemised above. As discussed, we have
elected in this corpus to name the themes alphabetically
here to minimise confusion with the numbered levels, but
again, this format supports any naming system the user
cares to apply or devise. We provide a more miscellaneous
set of repertoire and formal ideas in the corpus’ ‘Miscel-
lany’ folder to this effect. For instance, the analysis of the
first movement from Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No.6
uses this template to set out the form in terms of changes
to the canon distances.

Yet more importantly, we emphatically do not intend the
analyses themselves to be in any way definitive, but rather
a proof of concept, and a first offering. We welcome multi-
ple analyses of the same work to focus our disciplinary dis-
cussion of what gives rise to formal labels and to the shift-
ing balance of priorities. That said, creating more analyses
of different works is probably a keener priority at the outset
of this field. 9

4. APPLICATIONS

The existence of tree structure representations based on
formal analyse enables a number of applications in the vi-
sualisation of musical form and the comparison of form

8 Of these 15 sonatas, 9 are in 4 movements, 6 are in 3.
9 [3]’s BPS-FH dataset of first movements from Beethoven Piano

Sonatas. BPS-FH focusses on harmony but also includes some formal
designations, and thus a balance between the potential benefits of cross-
referencing and of extending the collective corpus.

between scores. Both the visualization and the automated
comparison help to focus questions of divergence between
two analyses.

In this project, we have primarily focused on off-score
visualizations to enable at-a-glance overviews and the de-
velopment of global intuitions for structure. Equally, these
formal observations could be returned to scores for dif-
ferent kinds of visual clarification. For instance, they en-
able the automated marking-up of phrase-ending barlines
more strongly in scores, which is a popular annotation type
among conductors. Moreover, we can toggle these anno-
tations on and off at will: this is an important, and funda-
mentally digital-age flexibility.

Turning to automated comparisons, a distance metric
between trees can be defined, which in turn enables cluster-
ing of scores with similar form. That process is discussed
in the following section.

4.1 Tree edit distance and clustering

Zhang and Shasha [20] provide an algorithm for calculat-
ing the edit distance between two trees, t1 and t2. This
metric is based on the minimum number of insert, delete
and update operations (each of which have an associated
cost for a given node) required to transform t1 into t2. We
adopt their approach but allow the user to specify a func-
tion to describe the cost of each operation for a particular
node, to enable the distance metric to be tuned for a partic-
ular corpus. In the examples that follow, the cost of insert-
ing, deleting or updating a node is weighted more highly
for nodes closer to the root of the tree. The cost function
should also use the semantics of each node: the default
comparator function in the code provided weights opera-
tions on a placeholder node ‘[X]’ lower than the equivalent
operation on any other node. Thus inserting a placeholder
node ‘[X]’ at level 6 in the tree is less costly than inserting
a ‘Coda’ at level 1 in the tree, for example.

The concept of tree edit distance has been applied to a
range of problems such as automated melody recognition,
plagiarism detection in software, and finding similarities
between sequences of RNA and DNA. We have explored
two applications of tree edit distance, involving compar-
isons between two analyses, and between N analyses. We
set these out in turn.

Between two analyses. A summary of the differences
in tree structure up to some depth (lmax) can be collapsed
into strings in a simple language. We base our notation
on a language proposed by Cunningham for summarising
control structures in programming languages. 10 Figure 5
illustrates how this simplified version of nested-bracket no-
tation (without labels) can be used to visualise differences
in form up to a given depth (lmax) in the tree.

In our simplified language: ‘||’ denotes the divisions be-
tween nodes at level 1 in the tree; ‘.’ represents a struc-
ture at level 5, or lmax if lmax < 5; ‘{’ and ‘}’ denote
the start and end (respectively) of the span of a node at
level 2 (if level 2 < lmax); ‘[’ and ‘]’ denote the start
and end (respectively) of the span of a node at level 3 (if

10 http://c2.com/doc/SignatureSurvey/
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ANALYSIS 1 {..}{....}{...}|| {..}{....}{..}
ANALYSIS 2 {..}{.. .}{...}||’{..}{....}{..}

Figure 5. Two analyses encoded as strings in a simple
language. This enables edit distance-based comparison of
their musical form up to level 3 in the abstract syntax tree.

Figure 6. Heat map of tree edit distance between a se-
lection of works in the corpus provided. The colour scale
ranges from yellow (most similar/lowest tree edit distance)
to red (most different/highest tree edit distance).

level 3 < lmax); ‘(’ and ‘)’ denote the start and end (respec-
tively) of the span of a node at level 4 (if level 4 < lmax); ’
denotes an anacrusis or longer introductory passage.

The process of calculating the tree edit distance allows
correct alignment of the two strings. Our current analysis
code highlights in green those nodes that are present in one
analysis but not the other, and in red those nodes for which
differences exist at a level greater than lmax.

Between N analyses. Expanding this principle further,
tree edit distance can be used to compare the form of all N
scores in a corpus. Pairwise similarities in form can thus
be identified. Figure 6 shows the tree edit distance between
a selection of works in the corpus provided, visualised as a
heat map.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper reports on a new specification standard for rep-
resenting musical form, a corpus of example movements,
and a set of code for converting between a range of repre-
sentation and visualisation formats, handling score annota-
tion to tabular or nested bracket representation, and tabular
to nested bracket representation.

Among the possible improvements to this model, we
envisage developments to both the user-interface and the
representation structure. We consider the current oppor-
tunity to work on free and open source notation software
to be a radical improvement to the student experience, en-
abling them to work directly on ‘the music’, listening back
to it at will, and recording their observations in a digital
format. That said, we are still limited to the availability of
encoded scores and this is one musical area in which work-

ing with PDFs would be helpful, and could be practical.
As projects such as PeachNote exemplify, while OMR

cannot yet reliably generate performance-ready scores, it
is generally robust enough to support use cases like score-
to-audio matching. Thus, as long as we still have many
more PDFs than encoded scores available, it would be
worth considering an alternative user-interface which of-
fers a drag-and-drop system, for placing annotation labels
onto the score. Here, we only need OMR robust enough
to extract measure lines accurately and pair them with
the annotation. Using pre-made (rather than free-text) la-
bels would also solve the issue of ambiguous user-entries,
though it would also limit the range of possible answers.

Turning to the representation standard, one priority for
improvement is the inclusion of ambiguity. At present,
we cannot admit multiple variant readings in a single file
(though nothing stops analysts from producing multiple
variant files). Formal judgments can arise through identifi-
cation of melodic and / or harmonic closure, textural and /
or dynamic changes, and much more besides. When forced
into a single reading, we have to make difficult decisions
between these competing priorities.

Furthermore, this ambiguity motivates a second di-
rection for computational research based on this kind of
corpus: while we can clearly pursue questions explor-
ing proportions and the like, taking the analyses at face
value, we can also explore which score elements correlate
most strongly with formal designations, where analyses
(dis)agree, and what gives rise to these shifts in priority.

This paper began with an overview of some recently
implemented representation and visualization formats for
other musical parameters; a key frontier in this field will
be the combination of those standards. Given the lack of a
consensus over a primary successor to XML for score en-
codings (MNX, MEI, . . . ), this much more sparsely popu-
lated field of analytical representations may be doubly slow
in determining its future direction. That said, representa-
tions of harmony and form by reference to their measure
and beat positions are easy to combine, perhaps represent-
ing harmonies as leaf nodes (assuming they change at least
as frequently as formal sections).

Finally, we also motivated this research with its poten-
tial breadth of appeal to musicians outside the scholarly,
computational community. This should be a key consider-
ation for determining future research priorities. Integrating
diverse groups in the production of corpora (also featured
in this text and project) may be one way to road test new
ideas for ease and popularity of use at the outset. We in-
vite other researchers building corpora to experiment with
variants on this process and whatever the exact standards
they use, to focus on building up a large and versatile meta-
corpus for the benefit of all.
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